Christmas Day Holiday (12/25/2021) will be observed on 12/24/2021.

Holiday Settlement Times

Thursday, 12/23/2021

Interest Rate Products
  12:00:00 CT

FX Products
  12:00:00 CT

Real Estate and Weather Products
  Normal Settlement Times

Agricultural Products (Grains, Livestock, Dairy, Commodity Index)
  Normal Settlement Times

Equity Products
  Normal Settlement Times

Metal Products
  Normal Settlement Times

Energy Products
  Normal Settlement Times

ClearPort Products
  Normal Settlement Times

If you have any questions, please contact the CME Global Command Center in the U.S. at +1 800 438 8616, in the U.K. at 0800 898 013 or in Asia at +65 6532 5010.

*Dates and times are subject to change*